Chapter: 3369
NEVER LATE, NEVER AWAY

Tang Qian gritted her teeth and saw Huang Ping’s approval of Yang
Ning, and the nameless fire in her heart burned even more.
Why is she, Yang Ning, stronger than herself ? Deliberately
misinterpreting her question, shouting her name, and cursing her to
death is simply defiant and extremely arrogant!
Huang Ping couldn’t stand Tang Qian’s chattering all the time. He had
a tense face, and the bored emotion on his face grew stronger.
He looked up, and Tang Qian, who was beautifully dressed, was in his
eyes at this moment a mad dog that bit people everywhere. If she didn’t
kill Yang Ning, she would not let it go.
“Tang Qian, you need to know how to stop when you are a person. If
you don’t know this, I think the contacts you have accumulated in the
entertainment industry for many years will surely be destroyed one
day.”
This was Huang Ping’s heartfelt advice, but in Tang Qian’s ears, it was
simply to embarrass her on purpose.
She clenched her fists, tensed her shoulders, pointed at Yang Ning in
front of her, turned to look at Huang Ping, and sneered: “Director
Huang, you don’t need to worry about my affairs, I have to tell you, let
this woman Acting, your “The Legend of the Concubine” will
definitely not be released so easily this time!”
Leaving the harsh words, Tang Qian turned around and wanted to
leave, but Yang Ning would not let her go easily. She had to announce
the final result of the game to her no matter what.
So she stopped her and said, “Don’t Miss Yang listen to the final result
of the performance, this is a rare showdown between you and me.”
Tang Qian didn’t want to know the result at all, because she herself
knew very well how these people sitting here would choose, but no
matter what, she couldn’t make herself admit this fact, so she wouldn’t
want to listen.
“It’s you who violated the rules first, and I won’t admit the result of
this performance.”
Yang Ning looked at her with a determined attitude, and sneered in her
heart. Wasn’t she very eloquent just now?
She sneered a few times, ignored Tang Qian, turned around and said
loudly to everyone: “Whether Miss Yang admits it or not, the process
that should be taken still has to go, and there is another problem that
you have always been against it. , but everyone sitting here has never
objected, so I think the results of this competition should be
announced no matter what, what do you think?”
Looking at Tang Qian’s appearance, everyone knew why she didn’t dare
to admit that Yang Ning wanted to use them to kill Tang Qian’s
arrogance.
Some people don’t want to be the knife in Yang Ning’s hand, but
Huang Ping is here, and he protects Yang Ning, and if he doesn’t say a
word, it may affect his future career.
Everyone sighed with emotion, it seems that this pair of sisters in the
entertainment industry will occupy half of the world in the future.
Helpless, it is better to offend Tang Qian than to offend Huang Ping.
Everyone should be with Yang Ning, feeling aggrieved in their hearts.
Seeing everyone nodding, Yang Ning smiled with satisfaction. She said,
“Okay, let’s raise your hands to vote. If you think Tang Qian’s acting is
good, raise your hands.”
In the quiet storefront, there was silence for a while, and everyone
looked at each other, but no one thought Tang Qian’s performance was
better than Yang Ning.
“Wow, there’s no one there.”
Yang Ning said it out loud on purpose, and Tang Qian, who had been
facing away from everyone, turned pale at the moment.
The reason why she hasn’t left is because she still has a little
expectation for the result. If it’s just a difference of one or two votes,
she can still stand up in front of Yang Ning and scold her for
disrespecting the seniors in the entertainment industry. It’s a man, and
his intentions are better than her.
However, no one in the audience raised their hands for her, which
made Tang Qian a little disbelieving. She turned to look at everyone
present, and the resentment in her eyes almost burned through them.
Everyone was so frightened by Tang Qian’s gaze that they drank tea
with their eyes lowered, and didn’t dare to look at her at all.
All the actors who came to the scene were well-known actors.
Although Tang Qian was almost out of breath now, her popularity was
still very high back then.

